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This note presents a linear algorithm that isometrically embeds a
given tree T into an integer lattice ofminimal dimension and allows
one to compute the lattice coordinates of every single vertex of T
in optimal time.
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1. Introduction
Lattices are Cartesian products of paths; thus the topic of this note belongs to the investigation
of isometric embeddings of graphs into Cartesian products. The first paper in this direction is
probably the note of Djoković [3] on distance preserving subgraphs of hypercubes. Distance preserving
subgraphs are now usually called isometric.
For vertices u and v of a connected graph Gwe use the notation dG(u, v), or d(u, v), to denote the
length of a shortest u, v-path in G. A subgraph H of G is distance preserving or isometric if dH(u, v) =
dG(u, v) for all u, v ∈ V (H).
Isometric subgraphs of hypercubes are known as partial cubes. Trees are a special case, for every
tree T can be isometrically embedded into a hypercube. The smallest k such that a given tree T on
n vertices embeds isometrically into the k-cube Qk is called the isometric dimension of T and equals
n− 1; see [5,7].
Partial cubes can be equivalently described as isometric subgraphs of integer lattices. The lattice
dimension of a graph G is the smallest d such that G embeds isometrically into the d-dimensional
integer lattice Zd. In [4] Eppstein introduced the semicube graph Sc(G) and used it to determine the
lattice dimension of a graph G. He proved that the lattice dimension of a graph G is equal to k − |M|,
where k is the isometric dimension of G andM is any maximummatching of Sc(G). He also presented
an algorithm for finding the lattice dimension and corresponding embedding into the integer lattice
with time complexity O(nτ 2), assuming that the isometric embedding into a hypercube is already
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given and n denotes the number of vertices of a given graph and τ its isometric dimension. In [11] it
is shown that, roughly speaking, every graph can be realized as the semicube graph of some partial
cube. In the same paper semicube graphs of trees are treated.
In [13] the lattice dimension of combinohedrons was determined, whereas the paper [10] studies
the lattice dimension of benzenoid systems with the aid of isometric embeddings of such systems
into the Cartesian product of so called fundamental trees. Furthermore, in the book [2] the lattice
dimensions of several infinite partial cubes are determined, and the recent book [5] contains
numerous interesting applications of isometric graph embeddings into integer lattices.
Many authors observed that the lattice dimension of a tree is determined by the number of vertices
of degree 1, also called leaves; see [1,6,8,12]. The proofs are not difficult.
Lemma 1. The lattice dimension of a tree with k leaves is dk/2e.
The paper [8] presents an algorithm for assigning lattice coordinates to the vertices of a given tree
with time complexity O(n3) and the paper [9] presents an algorithm for finding path factors (factors
of the Cartesian products of paths) of an optimal isometric lattice embedding of a given tree with time
complexity O(n2).
2. Preliminaries
Finding the path factors of an optimal isometric lattice embedding of a given tree T is equivalent
to finding a path covering of the edges1 of T , where each path (except possibly one, if T has an odd
number of leaves) starts in a leaf of T and ends in a leaf of T . For a graph T with an odd number of
leaves there is one path in the cover that has one end in a leaf of T and the other in some inner vertex
of T . We call such a path factor a half-dimension. The other path factors are called full dimensions.
For the algorithm we will reduce the types of trees that have to be investigated. Clearly the
subdivision of an edge by additional vertices does not change the dimension.We can therefore assume
our trees to be topological trees, that is, treeswithout vertices of degree 2.Moreover, since a single edge
has dimension 1, it suffices to admit only topological trees on at least three edges.
The vertices of connected graphs can be arranged in BFS order in linear time; therefore we can
assume without loss of generality that our trees are already sorted in BFS order, with an inner vertex
as the root. We let the root be in the highest level. Thus every vertex, except the leaves, will have at
least two down-edges, and, with the exception of the root, every vertexwill have exactly one up-edge.
For a vertex v of degree ρ(v) let A(v) be the list of neighbors in BFS order:
A(v) = {vu, vd1, vd2, . . . , vdρ−1}.
We call vu the up-neighbor of v, and vd1, v
d
2, . . . , v
d
ρ−1 the down-neighbors of v. Clearly the root has
no up-neighbor, and the leaves no down-neighbors. For all other vertices v at least vu, vd1 , and v
d
2 are
defined. We will also write vd for vd1 , and call it the principal down-neighbor of v, and vv
d the principal
down-edge. It is clear what wemean by the second down-neighbor and the second down-edge. For inner
vertices they always exist.
Every vertex in a lattice Zk has k coordinates, two vertices u, v being adjacent if they differ by+1
or −1 in exactly one coordinate. If this is the i-th coordinate we color the edge uv with color i. On
the other hand, as we shall show later, knowledge of the colors of an isometrically embedded graph
suffices for constructing the coordinates of an isometric embedding into Zd. Clearly this can only be
unique modulo isometries of the lattice.









Path P(v) ends in a leaf, which we call `(v).
For a topological tree on 2k or 2k + 1 leaves our algorithm will produce a list of k pairs of leaves
[vi, wi] such that the vi, wi-paths (together with a pendant edge in the case of an odd number of
leaves) cover all edges of T . We (have to) allow that some edges are covered by more than one path.
1 Also terminal path cover in [9].
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Fig. 1. AnM-path where t(vi) 6= t(wi).
The k pairs [vi, wi] togetherwith the single edge in the case of an odd number of leaves, correspond
to the dimensions of the embedding. However, not all edges of the vi, wi-paths will receive the color
i, that is, will be coordinatized such that they differ only in the i-th coordinate. There are many ways
to properly color the edges once the [vi, wi] pairs are known; the one we choose has the property that
it can be computed in linear time.











is not the principal
down-edge. If we reach the root, we let the root be t(v); otherwise we set t(v) = vuj .
For every pair [vi, wi] that we construct the vi, wi-path will contain the vertices t(vi) and t(wi). To
achieve this the algorithmmay also slightly alter the original BFS order. The edges of the t(vi), vi-path,
together with those of the t(wi), wi-path are then colored i. This then defines our embedding of T . As
schematically shown in Fig. 1, the edges of color i induce two paths if t(vi) 6= t(wi), and otherwise
only one.
The edges in the t(vi), vi-path are principal down-edges, with the possible exception of the first
edge,which can only be a principal edgewhen t(vi) is the root. Thus, either the t(vi), vi-path is P(t(vi))
or of the form vuP(v), where vu = t(v). The analogous assertions hold for the t(wi), wi-path.
We will use the notation [v, s(v)] for a pair of leaves that determine a path factor, call s(v) the
sibling of v, and use the convention s(s(v)) = v. For the vi and wi from above we could also have
writtenwi = s(vi) and vi = s(wi).
For the half-dimension we use the notation [v, ∗]. Thus, s(v) of the leaf in the half-dimension is
the artificial vertex ∗, and s(∗) = v.
The pairs [v, s(v)], where v is a leaf of T , are collected in the setM , and the v, s(v)-paths are called
M-paths. If t(v) 6= t(s(v)), then the edges between t(v) and t(s(v)) are also on one or moreM-paths
different from the v, s(v)-path. For example, the edge 14 of the tree on the right side of Fig. 4 is on all
threeM-paths of that embedding.
3. The algorithm
We follow with an algorithm for finding path factors of the optimal isometric lattice embedding
of a tree T . In order to keep track of the path factors that determine the isometric embedding and for
the subsequent coordinatization we introduce a vector B(v)with four entries:
B(v) = [s(v), c(v), pc(v)(v), t(v)].
If v is a leaf, then s(v) is its sibling, as defined above. The entry c(v)will be the color of the up-edge
of v, and pc(v)(v)will denotes the k-th coordinate of v, where k = c(v). These two entries will not be
used before colors and coordinates are set in the course of the proof of Theorem 1.
Since the root vertex has no up-edge its entries for c(vvu) and pc(vvu)(v) are nil. To keep track of
the half-dimension [∗, v]we also introduce the vector
B(∗) = [s(∗), nil, nil, nil].
We now describe AlgorithmM. It returns theM-paths of T when it terminates. This means that for
all leaves v of T the vertex s(v) is correctly computed and is listed as the first entry of B(v). Of course
the first entry of B(s(v)) is v.
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Fig. 2. Left side before and right side after enacting step Case 2(a).
Fig. 3. Left side before and right side after enacting step Case 2(b).
Algorithm M scans all vertices (and their down-edges) in BFS order. If one terminates it earlier,
then the M-paths of the temporary tree Tt formed by the edges already considered are determined.
Thus, the first entry of B(v) has a meaning as long as v is a leaf in Tt , but not later. This also means that
we must have a half-dimension if Tt has an odd number of leaves, even if T has an even number.
Algorithm M maintains the following two properties, which will allow us to embed and
coordinatize T in optimal time.
P1 If s(∗) 6= nil, then there exists a half-dimension [∗, v]. Its only edge is vvu, and the vertex v in the
half-dimension will always be the second down-neighbor of vu.
P2 If the principal down-edge vvd is an edge of the M-path from w to s(w), and if v is a non-root
vertex that has already been scanned by Algorithm M, then the up-edge vvu is also contained in
thew, s(w)-path.
Now the algorithm. For Case 2(a) and (b) compare Figs. 2 and 3.
AlgorithmM. Input: a topological tree T represented in BFS order with a root that is not a leaf.
Output: a setM that satisfies P1 and P2, and a modified BFS order.
The algorithm scans the vertices in BFS order and consists of the following steps:
1. Let v be the root.
(a) If ρ(v) = 2k, create the pairs [vd2i−1, vd2i] for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. In other words, make vd2i−1 the first
entry of B(vd2i), and v
d
2i the first entry of B(v
d
2i−1).
(b) If ρ(v) = 2k+ 1, create the pairs [vd2, ∗], [vd1, vd3] and [vd2i, vd2i+1] for 2 ≤ i ≤ k.
2. Let v be an inner vertex. We distinguish two cases:
Case 1: s(∗) 6= v
Replace [v, s(v)] by [vd, s(v)], that is, append the principal down-edge vvd to [v, s(v)].
(a) If ρ(v) = 2k, create [vd2i, vd2i+1] for 1 ≤ i < k.
(b) If ρ(v) = 2k+ 1 and s(∗) = nil, create the half-dimension [vd2, ∗] and the pairs [vd2i−1, vd2i] for
2 ≤ i ≤ k.
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Fig. 4. A tree and its embedding into Z3 as computed by Algorithm M.
(c) If ρ(v) = 2k+1 and s(∗) 6= nil, create [vd2, s(∗)], set s(∗) = nil, and create the pairs [vd2i−1, vd2i]
for 2 ≤ i ≤ k.
Case 2: s(v) = ∗
If (vu)d has a principal down-neighbor, rename it w. This vertex w cannot have any further
unscanned down-neighbors; they would be on a BFS level we have not treated yet. If (vu)d has no
principal down-neighbor we setw = (vu)d.
We alsomake v the principal down-neighbor of vu and let the current principal down-neighbor
become the second one. In other words, we interchange the positions of (vu)d1 and (v
u)d2 in B(v
u).
(a) If ρ(v) = 2k, change the half-dimension to [vd2, ∗] and replace the pair [w, s(w)] by the pairs
[s(w), vd] and [w, vd3].
Then add the pairs [vd2i, vd2i+1] for 2 ≤ i < k.
(b) If ρ(v) = 2k + 1, set s(∗) = nil, and replace the pair [w, s(w)] by the pairs [s(w), vd] and
[w, vd2].
Then add the pairs [vd2i−1, vd2i] for 2 ≤ i ≤ k.
Lemma 2. Algorithm M determines an M-set in O(n) time, where n is the number of vertices of T .
Furthermore, the M-paths satisfy Property P1 and Property P2.
Proof. All created half-dimensions satisfy Property P1.
We show now that appending an edge to [v, s(v)] in Case 1 is in accordance with Property P2.
When the pair [v, s(v)]was defined, v was a leaf in a temporary tree Tt . Thus, the first edge vvu of the
v, s(v)-path is an up-edge. This implies that the principal down-edge vvd, and the edge vvu, are both
in the [vd, s(v)]. Therefore adding [vd, s(v)] toM does not violate P2.
Now we consider Case 2, and begin with (a). We assume that Property P2 holds for the temporary
tree already formed. Since ρ(v) is even, it must be at least four. Hence v has at least three
down-edges. Changing the half-dimension is no problem, but now we have to construct an x,
s(x)-path that contains the former half-dimension edge vuv.
The vertex w can have distance 1 or 2 from vu. If vu is the root, then it is easily seen that the new
pairs [s(w), vd] and [w, vd3] satisfy Property P1. If vu is not the root, then the edge vuvu2 is an edge of
thew, s(w)-path by Property P2. Again, this means that [s(w), vd] and [w, vd3] satisfy Property P1.
For Case 2(b) it suffices to let vd2 play the role of v
d
3 .
Since we never had to reassign more than three edges to other M-paths, it is clear that these
operations do not impair the linearity of the algorithm. 
This is the basis for the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Let T be a tree on n vertices with lattice dimension d. Then T can be isometrically embedded
into the integer lattice Zd in O(n) time and coordinatized in O(nd) time.
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Proof. We begin with a topological tree T on n vertices. We wish to find the colors of the edges of T
and then the isometric embedding. Let [v, s(v)] be inM . We consider the path vvuvu2vu3 . . . until we






is not the principal down-edge. By definition t(v) = vuj ,
or the root, and by Property P2 the vertex t(v) is on the v, s(v)-path. Thus, given a leaf v, we can
determine t(v) and its distance from v.
Let the full dimensions ofM be {[vi, wi] | 1 ≤ i ≤ k}. By the procedure that we have just described
we can determine all t(vi) and t(wi) in linear time, that is, in time proportional to the sum of the
lengths of the vit(vi)- and wi, t(wi)-paths. For a vertex v of distance j > 0 from t(vi) in the vi,
t(vi)-path we now complete the entries into the vector B(v) by setting
B(v) = [wi, i, j, t(vi)].
For a vertex v of distance j > 0 from t(wi) in thewi, t(wi)-path the entries will be
B(v) = [vi, i,−j, t(wi)].
If there is a half-dimension we assign the color k+ 1 to its edge, that is, to s(∗)us(∗).
This colors all edges, because if vuv is an arbitrary edge (every edge is an up-edge of any of
its down-edges), consider vuP(v). It ends in the leaf `(v), and thus vuv is an edge of the unique
`(v), t(`(v))-path in T .
We have thus colored, but not embedded T . To do so we coordinatize the vertices of T and show
that this coordinatization defines an isometric embedding. We set all coordinates of the root equal to
zero, and define the non-zero coordinates of an arbitrary vertex v.
Consider B(v) = [s(v), i, j, t(v)]. Note that v 6= t(v) unless v is the root. The third entry tells us
that v has distance j from t(v). From the second coordinate we infer that there is a path of edges with
color i from t(v) to v. We thus set pi(v) = j.
For t(v) we observe that all coordinates of v and t(v) except the i-th must be the same. If t(v) is
the root, this means that all coordinates of v except the i-th are zero, andwe know its value pi(v) from
the third entry of B(v).
If t(v) is not the root, then let t(v) play the role of v; determine the third entry of B(t(v)), that
is, c(t(v)). Let that value be r . Then pr(v) = pr(t(v)), and we continue with t(t(v)) to find the next
coordinate.
It is clear how the half-dimension has to be treated.
We have thus coordinatized every vertex of T . This properly embeds T , because the endpoints of
an edge uv of color i differ only in the i-th coordinate, and |pi(u)− pi(v)| = 1 by definition.
To prove that the embedding is isometric we have to show that




It suffices to show that |pi(u)− pi(v)| is the number of edges of color i on the u, v-path Q in T .
If all edges of color i are in the vi, t(vi)-path or in the s(vi), t(s(vi))-path, then they must form a
subpath, because T is acyclic. Then the assertion follows by the definition of pi(u) and pi(v).
If there are edges of color i in the vi, t(vi)-path and the s(vi), t(s(vi))-path, then let e be the edge
closest to vi and f the edge closest to s(vi). Set e = xxu and f = yyu. Then again, Q must contain the
path from x to y in T , which is a subpath of the M-path from vi to s(vi). Therefore all edges from x
to t(x) and from y to t(y) are in Q . Thus the number of edges of color i in Q is |pi(x) − pi(y)|. Since
there are no edges of color i between u and x, or between v and y, we infer that pi(u) = pi(x) and
pi(v) = pi(y). Hence |pi(u)− pi(v)| = |pi(x)− pi(y)|, which had to be shown.
The embedding requires linear time; the coordinatization of a vertex v is of constant cost for
every coordinate and thus of complexity O(d) for every single vertex, and hence of complexity O(nd)
altogether. This is optimal, because there are nd coordinate entries altogether.
It is clear how to extend the procedure for trees that have vertices of degree 2. 
Fig. 4 depicts a tree in BFS order and the embedding produced by Algorithm M.
Note that we coordinatized single vertices in O(d) time in the above proof.
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Corollary 1. The complexity of isometrically embedding a tree T on n vertices and lattice dimension d into
Zd, together with the coordinatization of a set of k vertices, is O(n+ kd).
We conclude the paper with the following observation:
Lemma 3. Suppose all inner vertices of a tree T have even degree. Then its lattice dimension d is even, and
it can be embedded into Zd such that the edges of every single color form a path.
Proof. The only steps that AlgorithmM takes in this case are Step 1(a) and Step 2, Case 1(a). No half-
dimensions are needed at any time. The only newly created pairs are of the form [vdi , vdi+1] and they
are only appended, never changed. Thus, for anyM-pair [v, s(v)]we have t(v) = t(s(v)). 
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